
Destruction: A Job Worth Doing is Worth Finishing

C
You focus your beady eyes on the humie city of Excelsis and smile with satisfaction.  Kragnos
and Gordrak did some good work here! Then you scowl, because you missed all the fun. Well,
you were going to make up for that! Kragnos and Gordrak might be o� doing more important
things, but you were going to remind all the humies, stunties, and pointy-ears that Ghur
wasn’t done with this city yet! You even brought your lucky squig, Spitehorn. 

Quest C: A Waaagh of One’s Own
Your warband has come to have its own brand of fun and you start by making the most noise
you can, yelling and smashing stu�! The city is heavily damaged in this area, so unfortunately
nothing came out to scrap. You have a great idea! If you search for supplies, you are sure you
will find the enemy there too and then you can eat/destroy whatever you don’t want. If you
keep thinking like this, perhaps you’ll be the next Idol of Gork! Spitehorn suddenly starts
growling and rushes around the bend and your warband follows quickly, excited by what it
might mean. You see another warband prowling this part of the city and you smile - a lucky
start indeed!

Play Mission 1

Hidden Agenda - One for the Road

You complete this Hidden Agenda if at least one of your models has a treasure token at the
end of the game.

Quest C Outcome
Ah, finally you had a good scrap! You were starting to think the city was empty. Not only did
you get some food for the warband, but you had fun smashing up all the other crates and
throwing stu� all around.  You laugh out-loud as you imagine those humies running around
trying to find their stu�, hah!  That will show them! You and the warband are feeling pretty
good and there is a small fortification up the road which would be fun to smash. But, Spitehorn
is gone!  Oh Gork’s stubbed toe you knew you should have fed that squig more food!  

Choose one of the paths below:

Head to the fortification (C1) Look for Spitehorn (C2)
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C1
Quest C1 -A Smashing We Will Go
Your lucky squig is gone, but you are sure it’ll be back once it finds some food. In the
meantime, you and the warband are going to leave your mark on this city! You all run down the
desolate streets until you finally reach the fortification, brooding on the far side of the square. 
Looks like the humies made some barricades and reinforced earthen walls to block the road
deeper into the city. You ponder about how you are going to get the ladz over that wall and start
looking around.  That is when you spot a rival warband trying to sneak through the ruins
towards you.  You shout, “We see you!” and give a bellow of excitement! Now to clear out this
place so you can return to your tactical planning! 

Play Mission 2

Agenda - Overrun

You complete this Hidden Agenda at the end of a battle round if you have one or more
fighters wholly within each quarter of the battlefield. Hidden

Quest C1 Outcome

Reward:  Command Trait - A Proper Brainbox: If this fighter is included in your warband, you
begin the battle with one additional Wild Dice.

Whew, that was fun!  You are certainly enjoying the scraps and those enemies have had
enough. Now, what were you doing again?  Oh yeah, you were figuring out what to do about
that wall. You send your warband into the destroyed buildings around the square to see what
might be useful. As you are “directing” the e�orts, you see a large well across the square and
another great idea pops into your head!  You gotta be careful or your head is going to explode!
Instead of trying to bust that fortification open, you could contaminate the well with some vile
mixture and cause all dem humies hiding up in the city some real discomfort! You laugh
out-loud again and get some funny looks from the crew.  Just then, one of the warband spots a
bunch of barrels which look like they go boom…..hmmmm, spoiled for choice.   

Choose one of the paths below:

Contaminate the well (C1.1) Gather explosives (C1.2)
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C1.1
Quest C1.1 - A Special Mixture
You decide to take the path of least e�ort and leave the fortification for someone else, like a
gargant or something. You are too cunning and are going to leave a lasting impression on these
city folk! Oh yes, the brew you are going to mix up is going to be foul, nasty, give them visions,
and their stomachs aren’t going to be able to hold anything! Ha! You begin brewing the vile
mixture and it is already making your eyes water if you get too close. But it is missing
something….but then, your fungus-sni�ng squig, Dirtnose, begins making strange squeaking
noises! You spot another warband making their way through the square and they stand startled
at the strange noises. Ha, they must be carrying something potent and perfect for the mixture!
“Get ‘em and bring me those shrooms!” 

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - First Strike

You complete this Hidden Agenda immediately if you seize the initiative by adding one or
more wild dice to your number of singles. 

Quest C1.1 Outcome
You gather up the strange assortment of fungus and herbs plucked o� the rival warband. This
is going to be worthy of Mork! The final components to the mixture turn it into a truly foul pot
of misfortune and everyone is staying far from it! Some of the poor mates smelled too much
and are barfing in the rubble! You cover your nose with a wet cloth and carry the pot over to the
well, careful not to drop any…..then you pour the whole mixture into the well, and toss the pot
in for good measure! Oh boy, those humies are going to be hurting for weeks! You stroll away,
laughing heartily and notice that a bit of that vile mixture splashed onto your armor. Before it
spills onto your skin, you scoop it into a glass bottle. This may prove useful!    

Claim the Vile Mixture Legendary Artifact!
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C1.2
Quest C1.2 - An Explosively Good Time
Making things go boom sounds quite appealing and the whole warband loves the idea! Those
humies and their fortification won’t be able to stand up to the power of Gork! You all make
your way towards the area where the barrels were seen, only to discover another warband
rooting around in your stu�!  You yell a string of obscenities, but they only look confused, so
you yell a battlecry instead!

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Hold the Center

At the end of the battle, you complete this Hidden Agenda if one or more friendly fighters are
within 6” horizontally of the center of the battlefield and you are not outnumbered by enemy
fighters within 6” horizontally of the center.

Quest C1.2 Outcome
Oh yes, they understood what the battlecry meant! Now with the area clear, you are able to look
over the barrels of black powder.  Yes, you have seen this stu� before and it should do the trick!
Your warband slowly carries the barrels and places them at the base of the fortification. Once
you have enough at the bottom you gather the warband far back and throw some raw meat on
the barrels. Once you are all safe, you release the squig with the torch tied to its head and it
runs straight for the meat. In moments, the silence of the street is broken with the fireworks
and rumble of falling earthenworks.  What a show! You even have some of this black powder
left and you know just what you can do with it.  

Claim the Squig Grenade Legendary Artifact!
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C2
Quest C2 - Going on a Squig Hunt
That stupid squig Spitehorn running o� by itself! If it wasn’t your lucky squig, you’d have
eaten it by now! Well, maybe it’ll find some food and lead you to something worthwhile too.
Your warband tracks the trail of destruction through buildings and down ruined streets, until
you finally find some remains. It looks like Spitehorn was here and you can hear it up ahead!
You rush through the ruins and exit onto an open area where Spitehorn is being attacked by an
enemy warband!  Quickly you must secure the area and rescue your lucky squig!   

Play Mission 2

Hidden Agenda - Purge

Secretly note down one of the quarters of the battlefield: north-east, north-west,
south-east, or south-west. At the end of the fourth battle round, you complete this Hidden
Agenda if you have more friendly fighters in that quarter than enemy fighters.

Quest C2 Outcome

Reward:  Command Trait - Swift Hunter: This fighter adds +1 to its Movement characteristic.

You scatter the enemy, but it is too late…..Spitehorn is wounded! You check Spitehorn over, but
you aren’t a squig doc and have no idea how to fix it up!  You just know how to break things
apart. You feel something, but you aren’t sure what that feeling is, so you decide it is better to
be angry! That warband has to pay for what they did to your lucky squig! Stupid squig -it
shouldn’t have run o� by itself! Though, Spitehorn did fight viciously and Gork would be
proud. What would be a proper send-o�……? 

Choose one of the paths below:

Get revenge (C2.1) Sacrifice Spitehorn to Gork (C2.2)
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C2.1
Quest C2.1 - Make Your Own Luck
Spitehorn was a good squig, and a lucky one, most of the time. Now that it died, the warband
was grumbling about being unlucky. Time to show them how to make their own luck! You were
going to find that warband that killed Spitehorn and get revenge! Then the boyz would see the
warband was still favored by Gork.  Ah, there they are, lurking in those buildings. “Get ‘em!”

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Fist of Gork

You complete this Hidden Agenda if you take-down two of the enemy models by the end of
the game. 

Quest C2.1 Outcome
Well, that’ll show that warband not to mess with anyone’s lucky squig! Gork would be proud!
But, the warband was still grumbling, even after the great scrap they just had. Hmmm….you
just had another great idea! After some time, your plan comes to fruition! Just because
Spitehorn died doesn’t mean it isn’t still lucky and can’t be with the warband. So you turned
Spitehorn into a new drum for the warband! The warband loves their new lucky drum!  

Claim the Drum of Spite Legendary Artifact!
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C2.2
Quest C2.2 - Barbeque a’la Squig
Spitehorn has been the best lucky squig you ever owned, so you want to make sure it bounces
to Gork when it dies. You figure that sacrificing your lucky squig, even if it is dying, would be a
great show of devotion to Gork and grant you more luck in the future! Besides, it would be a
waste of a good squig if you and the warband didn’t eat it. But before you can begin your
preparations, another warband struts down the street, yelling for battle! Show them some
respect!

Play Mission 3

Hidden Agenda - Find a Spot to Barbeque

At the end of the battle, you complete this Hidden Agenda if 1 or more friendly fighters are
vertically 3” above the battlefield floor and there are not more enemy fighters vertically 3”
above the battlefield floor. 

Quest C2.2 Outcome
Once the battle dies down and the other warband has departed, you are able to setup the
barbeque spit, make your devotions to Gork, and sacrifice Spitehorn. The warband cheers
loudly for all the rampaging your lucky squig has done over the years and they cheer even more
loudly when they start tasting that delicious squig! You do roast a good squig, if you don’t say
so yourself! After you finish your devotional meal, you pick a bone out of your mouth and think
it’ll make a good memory charm.

Claim the Squigbone Torc Legendary Artifact!


